When do we convert this
map?
Down a different empirical rabbit hole

When the 2017 ISOM specification first appeared, I was asked quite a few times “when
should we start converting maps? “.
I think the questions demonstrated a shared lack of understanding of the nature of the new
specification, ie its not just a symbol set change.
So now, two years later, my first attempt to answer that question.
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Map
conversion
test process

• Select an area of the map that represents the
best terrain
• Calculate objects per sq k.
• CRT conversion to ISOM17 (using OCAD19 tool
where possible)
• Two OCAD19 legibility tests (same colour on or
off)
• Convert to OCAD11
• Submit to CheckOMap
• Remove artefact errors
• Error count for each of 8 error types
• Analyse database using Excel and SPSS

To understand how to answer this question I started a process of undertaking “naïve”
conversions of our local club maps and testing the resulting “map” with the available
compliance tools.
Reasoning that the resulting number will give a rough indication of the scale and cost of
conversion.
This is the process I used.
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A database of CRT conversions of 35 maps

The testing process got out of hand and I ended up doing test conversions of 35 maps.
Here is a snippet of the resulting database.
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Mix of terrain, age,
complexity and event useage

Wide range of maps chosen
Simple to complex
Spur gully, granite, mining, dunes
Maps created under different ISOM regimes
Event use for maps ranged from local events to International events
Limited to three states.
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Ten different mappers

Wide range of mappers represented in the test conversions.
So the results do not reflect the skills of any one mapper.
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Variation in
map object
density

The map complexity was measured with the metric objects per square kilometre.
Good spread of object density
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Do not panic
when you
first see the
total error
count

The initial error density per conversion was not a good indicator of the success of the
conversion.
The rate of real errors to artefact errors varied from less than 1 in five to 4 in five errors
being artefactual.
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Non-artefact errors per square kilometre

First result
Non artefact errors per square kilometre from CheckOMap
Ranging from 45 to 6000.
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Error type by
terrain type

Spur gully – errors in point gap, line gap and point density. Much of this is to do with black
and brown dots. Suggests converting to screens wherever possible will reduce observed
errors,
Mining- Line gaps dominate. To do with erosion banks.
Granite- largest issue is minimum area. Bare rock, clearings and small thickets
Dunes- Line gaps dominate. Only one example. No comment.
Remember that MC only objectively tests the two error types inside the red oval- minimum
area and minimum length. Gap testing is subjective.
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Error
distributions
differ
according to
mapper

Once you start using CheckOMap (if) you may find you discover your own mapping style
fingerprint
These are not mappers in order from the previous slides.
Some mappers have distinctive conversion error issues.
There is an interaction with terrain.
But causality works both directions. I haven’t enough data points to disentangle. All that
matters to me is finding my own fingerprint.
Its in the graph, but I am not owning up publicly.
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Relationship
between
object
density and
errors

Scattergram of objects per sq kilometre and errors per object.
The number of errors per object increases with map density, but the rate of increase slows
beyond 2000 errors/sqk
Tells me that our best mappers creating our most complex maps have done a good job.
They have less spare white space to play with but this hasn’t markedly increased the error
rate.
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Relationship
between object
density and
map error
density – the
money chart

But this is the graph that helps inform the decision when to convert.
Errors per square kilometre increases predictably with the density of map objects.
Different issues with different terrains
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Specific issues with
mining terrain
conversions
• Undersize symbols
• Short embankment tags
• Broken ground
• Short watercourses

The main problems with mining conversions are the legacy of variable symbol sizes
Pre-2001 there was an allowable 25% symbol size variation.
You could see this variation as allowing variable scale across the map (reduced symbol size
and exaggeration). In effect, mapping down to 11,500 scale.
In 2001 this variation was removed.
In 2017 objective testing of symbol variation was introduced.
Impact of using full symbol size is to exceed the available white space allowance and
introduce many minimum gap violations.
Add to this line features that are too short (watercourse, embankments etc)
Also broken ground issues, often in interaction with increased symbol sizes.
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Symbols used in
a mining terrain
map from mid1990s

An example from a quite old map
Not a bad map. In fact, a map that received good reviews from international competitors.
Variations in pit size, mine size, depression size, rocky ground dots, broken ground dots.
Most important is possibly the variation in tag length for cliffs and embankments
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Naïve
redrawing
using ISOM17
symbol set

This is what happens when you redraw a map of this vintage using the new symbol set.
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CheckOMap
error
assessment:
About 50 nonartefact errors in
.04 sq k.
or
1,250 per sq k.

And of course, CheckOMap and OCAD find lots of errors- (of course CheckOMap finds
more, this is OCAD)
I don’t think you can solve these errors by just redrafting
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Specific issues with
granite terrain
conversion
• Hand drawn boulder
fields of varying size
• Square or pointed high
cliff ends
• Small bare rock

Granite conversions have different problems.
Hand drawn boulder fields
Bare rock and clearings too small
Cliff ends and gaps.
Alex has talked about these at previous seminars.
Here are his past slides. Maybe he will have something to say today.
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At least four
possible
conversion
outcomes –
assuming current
map adequately
represents current
state of terrain

CRT conversion
Modest redrawing
Serious redrafting and some remapping
Remapping
? Uncertainty

Here are my conclusions from the 35 naïve ISOM17 conversions.
The outcomes range form
-Acceptable CRT conversion
- Modest redrawing
- Serious redrafting with some field work
- Remapping
- Uncertainty about potential of map to comply.
It all depends on the complexity of the map.
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An attempt to predict conversion method
Remapping with acceptable
generalisation

Modest
Redrafting

???

Extensive redrafting

CRT

This is a notional diagram.
It shows a possible relationship between object and error densities and the degree of effort
needed for a map conversion.
In general, conversion strategy is a function of map object density
There are some outliers to the main graph, so the relationship isn’t fully reliable.
I am not prepared to die in a ditch on these actual numbers
Bear in mind that object density varies across maps, particularly mining terrain.
The further right you are in the graph, the more resource demanding a conversion will be.
The further left your map, the easier conversion will be, and ironically, the less necessary a
conversion will be.
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CRT
conversion
candidates

• Spur gully with minimal point features
• Less than 500 objects per square kilometre.
• After CRT, convert areas of broken or rocky
ground to screen wherever possible
• Cost minimal, marginal impact on legibility
Candidates for simple CRT conversion.
Open spur gully with lots of white and not much else.
Less than 500 objects per square kilometre.
We have lots of this terrain around Bendigo.
Its rarely used for large events.
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Modest redrafting
• Spur gully with point features
• Simple mining terrain
• Medium and small granite
• Between 500 and 2000 objects
per square kilometre
• Depends on ISOM era
• Many issues will be solved by
using screens instead of dot
points.
• Shifting point features away
from contours
• Cost modest – justified for
regularly used maps
• Will improve legibility

Candidates for modest redrafting
Between 500 and 2000 objects per square kilometre.
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Significant redrafting
and some remapping
• Over 2000 objects per square kilometre.
• Harder to draw inferences until we have
more experience
• Two paths- redrafting or remapping.
• Depends on which will be less expensive.
• Conversion will generally occur when there
is a national carnival to fund the work.

Significant redrafting and some remapping.
• Over 2000 objects per square kilometre.
•

Harder to draw inferences until we have more experience

•

Two paths- redrafting or remapping.

•

Depends on which will be less expensive.

•

Conversion will generally occur when there is a national carnival to fund the work.
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Remapping required
• Complex mining terrain mapped with
variable symbol size
• Over 4000 objects per square kilometre
• Expensive, but most of these maps were
created decades ago.
• Financial reality- conversion will only occur
when there is a national carnival which can
fund the investment.
• Mapping compromise inevitable and
possible controversial
• Suggest test conversions before fully
committing

The best terrain requires the greatest commitment.
Complex mining terrain mapped with variable symbol size
Over 4000 objects per square kilometre
Expensive, but most of these maps were created decades ago.
Financial reality- conversion will only occur when there is a national carnival which can fund
the investment.
Mapping compromise inevitable and potentially controversial
Before embarking on a full conversion, the sensible approach is a test conversion of a small
area to produce a fully compliant map, and then testing as to whether the result is worth
the investment.
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?

There are a few maps where I am unsure of the potential for conversion
You all know this treasured terrain
A simple CRT conversion destroys the map
I won’t say that it is impossible to remap this area to ISOM17, but is it desirable?
The real question is the reaction to the conversion.
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What degree of compliance do you seek?

Conversion is
a financial
optimisation
decision

How much will it cost?
Will the projected use repay this cost?
What degree of compliance can you
afford?
What sort of mapping does your
orienteering community expect?

Conversion is an optimization problem,
with an inverse relationship between pressure to convert and cost of conversion
Conversion is easiest where it is least required.
Conversion is most challenging where it is most required.
The decision is a balance between maximizing compliance and funding the conversion.
The national rate of conversion will be a factor of the size of the orienteering population, as
this determines the number of events which can support a conversion of a complex mapnational events (not NOL or State championships)
Should be no surprise as we have quite a few many regularly used maps that reflect preISOM01 specifications
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